REMOTE FIELD UPDATE OVER PRINTER NETWORKS
Several major international Multifunctional Printer (MFPs) manufacturers provide successful document management
solutions. They offer enhanced security options that require users to authenticate themselves prior to gaining access to the
service. Such applications could be authentication before releasing a print job at a multifunctional device.

SITUATION
In today’s rapid-change environment, retaining security while accessing certain products
and services is paramount. It requires companies to adapt to higher security demands and
be more user-friendly. This results in the need for quick adaption of new technologies for
user authentication. One of the world’s leading multinational engineering and electronics
corporations needed to smoothly implement upgrades in one of its several locations. At
that office, the MFP manufacturer had installed its printers together with ELATEC TWN4
readers.

Firmware update pushed to MFP over the network

Network

CHALLENGE
To reconfigure a card reader, usually it has to be taken out of the printer. Then it would be
connected to a notebook to manually change the card reader firmware via a configuration
tool. This results in lost operational time while waiting for someone to make each
alteration. To avoid high costs and time lost, the MFP manufacturer and their end-customer
sought a remote update solution.

SOLUTION

MFP installed with
ELATEC TWN4 Firmware Flash Tool

The MFP manufacturer together with ELATEC developed the Remote Firmware Update
Tool. This application pushes out firmware changes over the network, straight to targeted
MFPs. This allowed their card readers to be updated according to new requirements or
features. With this tool, updates can easily be sent to the customer’s IT-Center. There they
are distributed over the network to MFPs at a specific office. This was perfect for saving
time, therefore money and staying flexible for unforeseen changes in the future.

PRODUCT
Customer card number

Firmware update

The recommended product in this case is an ELATEC TWN4 Firmware Flash Tool. For more
info: https://www.elatec-rfid.com/case-studies/
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